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Abstract
Project management software tools are essential tools for the different phases of projects. However a number of
software tools exist ranging from the relatively simple to those that extremely feature rich. Feature rich software
tools have their advantages due to their wide repertoire of options but can be difficult to learn. Ideally the main
steps in project management need to be identified and mapped. The five layer domain analysis model was used
(but only the first two layers) in conjunction with cladistics and parsimony analysis to produce a diagrammatic,
modular abstraction based on hierarchical top down decomposition. This model contextualizes the steps in
project management by means of a high level overview that can be decomposed into greater detail. Significantly
it is universally applicable to software management tools.
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1. Introduction
Project management is supported by the availability of software tools – both free and at a cost. These software
tools allow a project to be planned and then tracked. As such in the planning phase they allow the entry of basic
parameters such as: start and end dates; calendars (standard, night and 24 hour) and associated supporting
information such as name of project manager etc. High level tasks (activities) can be defined along with the
associated parameters such as: duration; milestones; dependencies (finish to start, start to start, finish to finish,
start to finish); scheduling (flexible, semi-flexible and inflexible). Each high level task can then be decomposed
into subtasks when appropriate. Identified resources (work, materials and cost) can be entered and then linked to
the defined tasks. Advanced planning techniques consist of identifying how fixed duration work may be reduced
by duration or units and hence align with resource capacity allocation (under, fully or over allocation). Prior to
project initiation and hence tracking it is essential to baseline in order to track parameter such as variance, actual
and remaining. With project parameters entered some software tools, such as Microsoft Project, not only provide
a wide range of views (Gantt, network, critical path etc.), but also numerous other tools such as financial
tracking methods (planned value, earned value, actual cost, cost performance index etc.). There are two problems.
Firstly knowledge of project management ideally should be generic and not product specific. The Graphical User
Interface (GUI) of Microsoft Project and ProjectLibre differ (Figure 1, figure 2) have some similarities. Common
tabs between these two products are: file, task, resource and view. However selection of the same tab for each
product reveals different menu options. Secondly for feature rich software tools such as Microsoft Project the
complexity of these tools must be controlled in order to facilitate learning by novices. In the case of Microsoft
Project when some tabs are selected the user is presented with, in some cases, an extensive number of options
(figure 3).
2. Method
Complexity can be controlled by the use of abstraction The ACM/IEEE Computing Curriculum 2001 listed
abstraction as one of the twelve recurring and fundamental concepts (Tucker et al., 1991). Model characteristics
include: diagrammatic, easy to use and employ top down decomposition. Top down decomposition is the
property of being able to progressively break a system down into subsystems whilst still maintaining contextual
links. In effect abstraction based models consist of both high level and low level integrated representations.
According to Cooling, ‘Good high-level diagrams are simple and clear, bringing out the essential major features
of a system’ (Cooling, 1991). In effect high-level diagrams help define what the system does and hence assist in
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navigationn. Low-level diiagrams handle details. By eexample, a Perrsonal Computer (PC) is can be described using
u
different m
models such as: semiconduuctors; transisstors, digital ccircuits etc. E
Each model pprogressively hides
h
technical ddetail and com
mplexity. Rapidd advances in P
PC technologyy resulted in the need to definne a new high level
abstractionn that was usedd as the basis oof teaching PC
C architecture ((S. P Maj, Veall, & Duley, 2001).

Figure 1. M
Microsoft Projecct GUI
In the case of software functionality content structtures are an apppropriate meethod of modeeling these sysstems
because thhey convey sttructural know
wledge by means of hierarcchical structurred relationshiips (Meyer, 1985).
However oother modellinng methods do exist such as ‘‘frames’ and ‘sslots’(Minsky, 1975).

Figure 2. ProjectLibre G
GUI
For compllex systems a major problem
m is the numbber of interactting subsystem
ms. Even withh a relatively small
s
number off subsystems there
t
are a siggnificant numbber of combinaatorial represenntations. In orrder to addresss this
problem M
Maj proposed thhe use of cladiistics and parsiimony analysis (S. P. Maj, V
Veal, D., 2010 ).

This

me
ethod

defines a structured relaationship with a minimum ccognitive loadd. Significantlyy it is a quantitative method
d and
ferent structureed relationships may be consstructed and quuantitatively annalyzed in ordder to determin
ne the
hence diffe
optimal strructured relatiionship model.. When instrucctional materiaal is based on this method thhere is eviden
nce to
show that there are siggnificant improvements in tteaching and learning outcomes (S.P. M
Maj & Veal, 2007).
approach may be aligned w
with the SOLO
O learning taxxonomy (S. P Maj,
Furthermoore this cognittive science ap
2017).
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Figuure 3. Microsofft Project Pullddown options
Evidence Centered Dessign provides a five layereed model for domain analyysis, modellinng and assessment
modelling. Thiss was
(Mislevy, 22003). The domain analysis and modellingg layers were tthe basis of thee conceptual m
complemeented by the use of parsimonny analysis inn order to definne the optimuum learning seequence (S. P. Maj,
Veal, D., 22010 ), (S. P Maj,
M 2017). Thhe highest levvel diagram deefines the two phases of projject management –
planning aand tracking (fi
figure 4).

Figure 4.. Level 1 - highhest
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Figuure 5. Level 2
mple in the plannning phase (ffigure
This high llevel diagram is used as the template to provide further ddetail for exam
5). This leevel 2 diagram
m provides a liist of entries thhat should be made but conntextualizes theem in the plan
nning
phase.

Figuure 5. Level 3
It is possibble to decomppose some of tthese entries. For example tthere are four types of depeendencies: finish to
start (FS),, start to start (SS), finish tto finish (FF) and start to ffinish (SF). Siimilarly there are three types of
schedulingg constraints (flexible, semi--flexible and iinflexible) each with their associated optioons: start/finissh As
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Late as Poossible (ALA); start/finish A
As Soon As Poossible; Start N
No Earlier Thaan (SNET); Sttart No Later Than
(SNLT); F
Finish No Earlier Than (FNE
ET); Finish Noo Later Than ((FNLT); Mustt Start On (MS
S) and Must Finish
F
On (MF) ((figure 6). Asppects of this hieerarchical mappping can be appplied to subtaasks. For exam
mple, a subtask (at a
high levell) may consistt of multiple sub-subtasks. For each highh level sub-taask the mappinng can be use
ed to
identify: dduration, milesstones, dependdencies, and sccheduling constraints. Similarly it is posssible to map alll the
tabs and aassociated pulll-down optionns by means of a hierarchiical, top downn mapping. M
Microsoft Proje
ect is
feature ricch and hence offers many cconfiguration ooptions. Hence the mappingg for Microsooft Project emp
ploys
‘zoom in’ and ‘zoom ouut’ which provvides an overvview of all funnctions but alloowing increasiing levels of detail
d
that imporrtantly still maaintain contextt. Being a diaggrammatic moodel it has the characteristicc of concurrency in
which relaationships betw
ween function can all be expllicitly identifieed on a single diagram. Thiss concurrency holds
h
true for alll levels of the diagrams.
d

Figuure 6. Level 3
3. Results
This hierarrchical abstracction model haas the followingg characteristiccs:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

D
Diagrammatic
E
Easy to use
M
Modular
U
Uses hierarchiccal top down deecomposition
P
Provide an overrview and incrreasing levels oof detail whilstt maintaining ccontext
E
Explicit relationnships
U
Universally appplicable to diffferent project m
management sooftware tools.

Significanntly it can be used as the basis of teachhing different project softw
ware managem
ment tools suc
ch as
Microsoft Project and Prroject Libre. E
Each identified element repreesents a teachinng and learningg outcome witth the
associatedd power point slides
s
and softw
ware exercise.
4. Discusssion
Preliminarry results stronngly support tthe use of this model howeever it has onnly been evaluuated for Micrrosoft
Project andd ProjectLibree.
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